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Owners decide season is out of here
by Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK -- Baseball, its history and lore so deeply woven
Into the fabric of America, is In
shreds. The World Series, played
without fail for 89 years and 524
games, is canceled.
A $2 billion battle between
owners and major leaguers
proved to be the game's undoing
Wednesday, the 34th day of the
players' strike.
"There cannot be any joy on
any side," acting commissioner
Bud Selig said in Milwaukee.
The end via fax machine following a telephone conference
among owners.
"This is a sad day," Selig's
statement said. "Nobody wanted
this to happen, but the continuing
player strike leaves us no choice
but to take this action.
"We have reached the point
where it is no longer practical to
complete the remainder of the
season or to preserve the integrity of postseason play."
The game was halted with 18
days left in an extraordinary
season. And along with it went
the new, expanded playoffs and
the Series.
Twenty-six of the 28 teams
voted to cancel. The Baltimore
Orioles owner Peter Angelos
agreed in principle, but didn't
sign the resolution; Cincinnati

Reds owner Marge Schott refused to go along, saying that
perhaps minor leaguers should
be used, according to Selig.
For the first time since professional baseball leagues began in

Baseball Season
Ends

«r

On the 34th day of the
baseball strike, owners
canceled the remainder oi
the 1994 season.
The last time the World
Series was canceled was
1904. The season was
cut short in 1918.
The baseball strike will
continue into next year
until owners and players
can settle on an agreement.

1871, a major league season was
played with no conclusion. And
for the first time since 1904,
there will be no World Series.
"This is a sad day, a disappointing day, and a terrible day," Los
Angeles Dodgers manager Tom
Lasorda said by telephone from
his home in Pullerton, Calif.
"When you don't have the
Atansas Hitch, vice president of the Detroit Tigers, right, and Joe
See BASEBALL, page three. Klein, general manager, talk during a press conference Wednes-

AP Photo/Lennox McLcndon
day In Detroit about ending the 1994 baseball season. The decision
by owners of the 26 of 28 teams came on the 34th day of the strike.

Services found 'inadequate* Local private investigator
Committee evaluates health options on campus
claims job lacks glamour
by Katie Simmons
The BC News

Editor's note: This is the first
part in a continuing series which
looks at the various recommendations made by the NonAcademic Functions Committee.
The recently completed study
by the Non-Academic Functions
Committee, a group formed last
year by the University president,
found student health services to
be inadequate in some areas.

"When we used the term 'inadequate' in the report, what was
meant was that the students have
more needs than there are resources available, In some circumstances," said Thomas Erekson, dean of the college of technology and member of the NAF
committee.
The report by the committee
focused on the issue that campus
counseling services seemed to
have- such burdens as insufficient staff, long waiting for the
students and the inconvenience
of the separation of counseling
and health care services.
"What seems to be occurring is
that students are coming to campus with problems regarding
family situations such as abuse,
or alcohol and drug problems,"
Erekson said. "These students
need good services."
The report states that today's
students who bring such problems to campus as dysfunctional
families and physical abuse need

to take on the added pressure of
college life, pressures for which
they seek help at the counseling
centers.
"It seems right now, there is
only one counselor to every 4,500
students - to us that is inadequate considering some of the
needs students desire," said Paul
Yon, director of archival collections and member of the committee.
The committee suggested increasing the staff at the counsel-,
ing center to meet the
National/Professional Standards
on counselor/student ratio - one
counselor per 2,000 students, Yon
said.
According to the report, if additional counselors are required
to meet such needs of the students than "...consideration
should be taken to charging a
possible user's fee and/or seeking reimbursement from students' insurance policies to generate the funds to pay for the additional counselors."
"The question in relation to
this area is if we add more counselors, where will the resources
come from?" Erekson said. "This
goes alcng with the feeling of
inadequacy because some of tht
students need longer counseling
for their problems, and the
centers are not staffed for that
type of counseling, so those students who need the long-term
counseling are the individuals
who will have to pay the extra
fee."
"From my experiences with
other schools in the area of
charging fees, schools have a
difficult time with it," said
Roman Carek, director of the
Counseling Center. "There is a
lot of things to consider, such as
not all students have insurance
and won't use the service because of that purpose."
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Installing a user fee would aUo
introduce the problem of confidentiality for the students. If the
students seeking counseling
were to use insurance, parents
would be aware of it, Carek said.

Another question which arises
in the report of the committee
centers around the merging of
student health services on campus, under the process reengineering format.
The recommendation of the
report states that If the Prevention Center, Health Center, The
Well and Counseling Center were
merged administratively and
physically, it would be more
beneficial to the students.
"We are looking into giving the
students a 'one-stop shopping'
concept, so to speak," Erekson
said. "This would give students
only one place to go for both
mental and physical care."
"There is definitely some potential positive outcomes in the
merging area, as well as some serious drawbacks too," said Jacqueline Daley, director of the
Prevention Center. "Right now, I
can only assess the situation and
examine the impacts the collaboration would have on our facility."
The Prevention Center provides awareness on drug and alcohol Issues and sexual assault.
The center provides counseling
services in the area of drugs and
alcohol.
Olscamp has appointed an Implementation advisory committee which is a sub-group from the
NAF to provide background of
the research and recommendations made by the committee, said members of the NAF.
"There are a lot of issues to be
explored," Carek said.

When people think of private investigators, an
image of Sam Spade, Philip Marlow or Mike
Hammer comes to mind. For one Bowling Green
P.I., daily life Is far from a mystery thriller.
Though the job does pay well, Doug Cubberley
of Cubberley Investigators said the job lacks
glamour.
Cubberley said he doesnt wear the trench
coat and fedora stereotypical of a fictional private investigator. Instead, he said his natural
appearance works best for him during an investigation.
"I blend in to look as normal as the next person," he said. "I only wear disguises if I need
them to follow people."
For the past three years, Cubberley has been
working as a self-employed private investigator
in Bowling Green, in addition to being employed
full-time for the Wood County Public Defender's
office.
A lot of Cubberley's work is court-appointed
death penalty cases, he said.
"I work with attorneys on criminal and defense work," Cubberley said. "! go out and locate people who the attorneys are looking for."
Cubberley also deals in sensitive domestic relations work such as marital affairs and child-
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support cases.
Cubberley said a good private investigator
takes ethics to heart and checks on all legal matters concerning the case.
"When dealing with affairs of the heart or
money, I want to make sure the information I
give them [about their spouses] doesn't make
them do something stupid," Cubberley said.
Students have also called Cubberley in cases
where they want him to find out if their boyfriend or girlfriend is cheating on them.
"A couple of students have called to ask me to
investigate their boyfriends or girlfriends, but
not a lot since the cost factor for students is
sometimes not within their budget," he said.
Cubberley charges hourly for his wo: k, and
the total cost for completing a case depends on
what he does and how long it takes him. His
average cost is usually under $500.
Since he works full-time for the Public Defender's office, Cubberley does his private investigating on his evenings and weekends.
"Since much of my private investigating work
needs the cover of darkness, I do a lot of it at
night," Cubberley said.
One of Cubberley's conditions for work is that
he must meet the interested parties before he
takes their case.
"I want to meet clients in person to make sure
I want to work with them," Cubberley said.

Haiti invasion 'time is at hand'
by Terence Hunt
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton declared Wednesday the
United States has "exhausted
every available alternative"
short of military Invasion to oust
Haiti's military rulers. "They're
going to leave one way or the
other," he warned.
"They do not have to push this
to a confrontation," Clinton said
in an interview with The Associated Press and other news agen-

DNA testing technology
will become part of Northwest Ohio's law enforcement.
*• Page 4.

cies.
"The United States must not be
in a position to walk away from a
situation like this in our own back
yard," he said.
Clinton's warnings came on the
eve of an Oval Office address to
build support for his policy,
heavily opposed in Congress.
Polls show an overwhelming
majority of Americans also are
opposed to an invasion.
"I am concerned about that and
I am sorry that the polls are the
way they are," Clinton said.

> SPORTS

CITY

> CAMPUS
The University purchased a new shuttle bus to
help the disabled.
-■Page 4.

by Nicole Pankuch
The BC News
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The Bowling Green soccer team improved its record to 4-1 with a 2-0 vietory over Ohio State
Wednesday at Cochrane
Field.

Nevertheless, he said, "I believe
it is the right thing to do. It is
very important for us to resolve
this matter."
He said, "I am very angry" that
Haiti's military reneged on a
promise to leave voluntarily and
then persisted in what he said
were widespread human righ's
abuses.
Clinton blamed the military for
the deaths of orphans, church
people and others and accused
See HAITI, page »IX.
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Variable cloudiness today
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
in the moming and becoming mostly sunny in the
afternoon. Very warm with
the high 85 to 90 and southwest winds 5 to 15 mph.
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Promise must be kept
to restore democrcay
In a live telecast tonight, President Clinton will
urge the American public that the restoration
of democracy in Haiti is vital to U.S. interest - even
if force is necessary.
Haiti and its political problems have been gracing
the pages of every newspaper in the country for
many weeks now, but little of what has been said has
been anything new. Well, time is running out Something must be done now.
The U.S. government, with strong support from
Democratic leaders, has threatened to invade Haiti
in an attempt to remove Haiti's military leadership,
and reinstate its rightfully elected president, JeanBertrand Aristide.
No concrete deadline has been set by the United
States, but according to Defense Secretary William
Perry one could be established soon.
And while we haven't invaded yet, our forces are in
place to conduct an invasion of Haiti. The plan calls
for sending U.S. Army and Marine forces from ships
and other vessels into Port-au-Prince and other key
cities quickly to seize key installations and stop any
resistance.
White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said, "The
president has to look at one fundamental issue. What
is in the best interest of this country?"
The News believes that the U.S. should indeed invade Haiti. We have kept the threat of invasion in the
air, and our demands have not been met. Thus, we
need to act on our promise.
While many Republicans in Congress - as well as
others - would like to find another solution, it is past
that point. It would be disastrous for other countries
to believe that we don't act on our promises.
One of the qualities that makes our nation so great
is that our reputation precedes us, whether it be in
matters of politics or in matters of warfare. We must
continue to stress that we live up to our promises,
and we cannot be bullied.

CORRECTION

Wednesday's edition reported an incorrect name
for University student Douglas Christopher
Roeseler who died Friday. The News regrets the
error.
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Current presidency future hope
Ladies and gentlemen, the
President of the United
States
"Hello everybody, I am back.
That trip to Martha's Vineyard
really made me think, and I am
sick and tired of the media and
every politico in this town
criticizing every move I make.
First, NAFTA was going to kill
my presidency, then the crime
bill was going to kill my presidency, and now they say if I do
not pass health care, it will kill
my presidency. Hey, guys, I am
still here, alive and kicking. I will
continue to be here, no matter
how much garbage you want to
throw at me. I am going to sit
here in the White House and do
what I think needs to be done."
I believe that is what Bill Clinton wants to say as he returns
from his much-deserved rest. I
suppose I feel that he receives
too much criticism because I love
the man and I feel that he is
committed to a positive direction
in government. In the last 20
years, there has been no one who
willingly tried to tackle the tough
domestic issues that plague this
country.
If Bush and Reagan had a conscience, they might have gotten
around to examining the problems occurring in this country,
and maybe they would have tried
to do something about them
rather than concentrating on
problems abroad.
If they tried to tackle serious
domestic problems, they would
have received an equal amount of
criticism. You see, it is much easier to be John Wayne and go gallivanting around the globe, ensuring America's place in the
global economy.
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Fixing the health care system
at home is something completely
different. Domestic problems
and cures can be easily put undt r
the microscope, unlike any foreign policy issue which can be
spun for the media in any way
possible.
Clinton has finally put the emphasis back on America. Like
most politicans, I am sure he
would like some conflict to break
out, but not until election time
nears.
He wants to tackle problems
that concern the middle class.
This large portion of people, that
most of our families are in, have
been relatively ignored in the 12
years prior to Clinton.
The deficit is being cut, and
we're looking at the health care
system, and there has finally
been a crime bill passed that has
some pro-active elements in it. I
believe another columnist in this
paper wrote how he thought that
the. crime bill displays what Is
wrong with Washington. Well, I
agree, but for totally different
reasons.
No, It was not pork, and Sen. Al
Damato's theatrics on the Hill

proves that point. Why would
someone go to so much trouble as
to sing a song in front of a giant
pig, unless the only way of
defeating the bill was to make the
bill look foolish.
Instead, the bill passes and Al
looks like the idiot. During the
whole debate the issue of pork
came up all over the talk radio
circuit. They cut down every proactive program as pork. The orn;
program that was especially
scrutinized was midnight basketball. How can this be pork?

As long as we're on the general
topic of improving the quality of
life, let us talk about the next
item on the Washington agenda,
health care. I do not think it was
ever Clinton's idea to totally
overhaul the health care system
to the point where we would not
recognize it.
There is a problem with our
health care system. Most will not
realize that until they go through
their own crisis with the system.
The cost of maintaining one's
health in this country can be
staggering. What we are going to
get out of this will most likely not
be Hillary Clinton's dream of
universal coverage, but the idea
will still be there.

Yet again, here is another display of talk show hosts claiming
to be wise when they are really
being foolish. How can a simple
recreation program be considered pork? Why do we need
something like this? Because it
provides a place for urban youths
to go instead of the streets. Then
people will say, why don't they
just stay at home or do something
else? The point is, you need to put
yourself in their place. I think i:
would be safe to say that the
majority of people on this campus come from pretty stable
neighborhoods. What we need to
do is understand what it is like in
the urban situation.

We have an administration that
exists today to look at the issue.;
of domestic America. Sure he has
been accused of so many things,
but If you remember, so was
Bush, so was Reagan, so was Carter, and so was every other
president. The point is we have
an administration that is willing
to address the problems that
concern not just the middle class,
but the future middle class and in
that, I mean us.

Midnight basketball not only
provides an activity to keep
young people off the streets, it
also: keeps a lot of people in one
place, which makes the police
force's job easier, gives the participants a positive way to
release aggressions; and shows
the inhabitants of inner cities
that the government wants to
Improve their lives. I do not think
trying to improve the general
quality of life is pork.

The deficit, health care, welfare reform, education are all
problems that concern our generation, and do not believe for a
minute that Bob Dole or Dan
Quayle have those problems on
their mind. We need to support
this administration as the future,
and if we do not like the way
those aforementioned problems
are being addressed, then we
need to get involved In the argument

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Students encouraged
to attend first game

Saturday preseason favorite Ball
State. These games mark the
opening of the Falcons' MAC
season, and all three teams are
expected to contend for the title.
Dear Students,
We want you to be a part of itl
On behalf of the athletic department, I would like to invite Just show your student I.D. at the
you to help us kick off the 1994 gate to any home Falcon athletic
home Falcon football season this event for free and easy admission. We hope to see you this
Saturday against Navy.
Saturday's home opener prom- weekend and appreciate your
ises to be exciting! The support.
BG/Navy series is tied at 1-1, and
Dr. Ron Zwierlein
this game marks the first game
Director of Intercollegiate
ever that a service academy has
Athletics
played at the University.
The Falcons will also try to extend their home unbeaten streak
of IS games. In addition to tallgating, pregame festivities will
Include an F-16 Flyover and Skydivers, and at halftime we will
recognize this year's Inductees of
the Bowling Green State University Athletic Hall of Fame
Hil You don't know me, and
Modern and antique military you don't know how I act.
equipment - Including helicopI am an artist and like most
ters, hum vees and radar vehicles other artists, whether I be a
- will also be displayed adjacent writer, a painter, a scientist, an
to the stadium throughout the actor, or anyone else that was not
day.
mentioned, I like to create.
I would also like to invite you
On Sept 1, The News printed
to attend our home volleyball ac- an editorial by Andrea Wood. In
tion this weekend On Friday the the article, Andrea bashed our
Falcons will host traditional way of life by labeling us as
power Western Michigan, and on "shaved hair, thrift store shop-

Broad Stereotyping
leads to faulty
misconceptions

pers" then later added that we
"don't embrace tradition."
Unlike the above comments,
neither my friends nor I have
ever shaved or dyed our hair, nor
have we ever eaten waffles at
Cosmo's. Before assuming all of
the above about our lifestyle,
why not take a poll to determine
the truth about us?
I also want to mention that the
nice comments directed toward
the education majors were highly
insane! Come on! Being the
"most sought after babysitters?"
Why wasn't I mentioned? Like
them, I was popular among the
kids and the parents when I was
younger.

First, let me state that I realize
that humor has its place and that
I am aware of the Constitution
and Its "Freedom of the Press"
article. However, I cannot help
but be appalled by the audacity
of Fair to say that "Jesus can be
ridiculed."
We are becoming a society that
is sinking so low as to remove all
barriers on respect and reverence. Fair's attitude Is symptomatic of the respect and reverence. Fair's attitude Is Christian.
I am concerned not only for Fair,
but for the utter lack of disrespect for everyone and everything that Is evident within our
society.

Rebecca Doman
It Is obvious to me that Fair
does not know Jesus Christ or he
would not make such statements.
As for the Bibles, If you do not
want them, do not take them leave them for someone who
I am a student at FIrelands Col- truly wants one.
lege, and while most students
here useThe News to clean
Actually, Fair might try readwindows of their cars, some of un ing John 3:16. I cannot honestly
do indeed read your paper.
see him laughing and joking on
Consequently, I am writing In Judgment Dayl
response to a commentary by
Diedre Davis-Johnson
Matt Fair In the Sept 8,1994 edition.
FIrelands College

Reverence missing
from today's society
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"The one year the Indians are doing
well and playing their hearts out has
been ruined. The strike spoiled it for
them."

4

-Rose Vanio, an Indians fan from Eastlake

ACROSS THE STATE

Say cheese!

Germain wil be sentenced Nov. to stop him from leaving in his
girlfriend's car. Boyd was getting
22 in U.S. District Court in Fort
into the car when Moose tried to
Myers, Fla. It was not known
stop him. Moose sprayed Boyd
when Negroski would be senWILLOUGHBY, Ohio - A man
with Mace when Boyd put the car
tenced.
has admitted stealing hundreds
in reverse. Moose was dragged
Federal prosecutors said the
of women's undergarments from
for several feet, Detective Mike
men arranged cash purchases,
laundry rooms at apartment
Millay said.
buildings.
sales and trades of cars worth
Moose was treated at St. Ann's
Jamie V. Bradshaw, 24, of
$387,000 for drug kingpins from
Hospital for a dislocated left leg
1987 to 1990.
Painesviile Township, pleaded
guilty Tuesday to five counts of
They allegedly structured cash and bumps and bruises, Millay
said. Litchfield was not injured.
breaking and entering.
sales and purchases of Toyotas,
The car was found about a
Prosecutors dropped three
BMWs, Porsches, Jaguars and
counts of breaking and entering
other autos to avoid reporting the block away in a parking lot at a
bar. Boyd was charged with
and seven misdemeanor counts
transactions to the Internal Revfelonious assault on a police offiof theft in a plea agreement, said enue Service.
cer. He had not been caught
Ken Affeldt, assistant Lake
The men are also accused of
Wednesday.
County prosecutor.
falsifying auto loan applications,
Bradshaw was accused of steal- allowing known drug dealers to
ing underwear from laundry
list their occupations as a selfMortgage program to
rooms in six buildings at a Wilemployed financial consultant
loughby apartment complex and and a president of an investment
help families
from two apartment complexes
company.
COLUMBUS - Money has been
in Mentor, Affeldt said.
At the time of the alleged drug
made available to banks in 10
Bradshaw was arrested July 1
deals, Germain managed three of counties as part of a program to
at the Willoughby apartment
his family auto dealerships in the offer affordable home mortages
after a resident saw him in a
Naples area. He is free on bond
to low and moderate income falaundry room, became suspicious and manages the family-owned
milies, the state treasurer said
and called police.
Lexus of Columbus.
Wednesday.
Police found 25 undergarments
The program is a joint effort
in Bradsha w's car and more than
between the state treasury and
Man tries to run over
400 pieces of women's intimate
the Federal Home Loan Bank.
apparel in his apartment.
Treasurer J. Kenneth Blackpolice officer
Common Pleas Judge Martin 0.
COLUMBUS - A police officer well said the state bought a $20
Parks scheduled sentencing for
injured his leg when a man alleg- million, 5-year bond through
Oct. 12, said bailiff John Clair.
FHLB as the first installment of
edly tried to run him over with a
the program. Proceeds from the
car after the man got into an arsale were offered to FHLB
Auto dealer faces prison gument with his girlfriend at an bond
member institutions in Ohio.
apartment complex.
The
purchase was the first intime
Two officers went to the
stallment of up to $100 million in
COLUMBUS -- An automobile
apartment Tuesday after a womreduced cost funds the state will
dealer charged with laundering
an called police and said her
make available to FHLB memmoney for Florida drug dealers
former boyfriend was harassing
bers.
faces five years in prison and a
her.
The counties receiving the
$250,000 fine.
When Officers Brooks Moose
money were Allen, Columbiana,
and Greg Litchfield arrived,
Richard B. Germain and an
Clark, Cuyahoga, Hamilton,
employee, Vincent George
Francesca Madiera, 26. said JonMontgomery, Muskingum, PorNegroski of Naples, Fla., both
athan Boyd, 25, was angry betage, Putnam and Summit.
pleaded guilty Monday to conscause she was moving out of the
piracy to violate federal laws re- apartment they shared, police
lating to money laundering, cur- said.
Boyd then got into an argument
Compiled from staff and wire
rency transactions and bank
fraud.
reports.
with the officers when they tried

Man pleads guilty to
stealing underwear

Ivan Seal has put out

APPhoto/Stephen Warmowikl

Don Sorn, a Monroe, Wis. elementary school principal has an egg broken on his head Tuesday as he Is
"made" into Cheddar cheese. Three school principals were "made" into cbeddar cheese after students
each read more than five books last year. The event also promoted the Cheese Days Festival.
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BASEBALL
two days: "Baseball games are
won and lost because of errors.
playoffs and World Series, this is The losers are the fans and there
unbelievable. Who would have is no winner. 1994 ~ the season
ever thought it would come to that struck itself out."
1994 will also go down as the
this?"
Said former commissioner season that left fans wondering
Peter Ueberroth, who negotiated whether:
■ The long-suffering Cleveland
an end to the 1985 strike after
Continued from page one.

Indians or below-.50O Texas
Rangers could have climbed
through the new, expanded
playoffs to a championship.
■ Frank Thomas or Albert Belle would have been the first Triple Crown winner since Carl
Yastrzemski in 1967.

17 years ago

Exams are near

a lot of fires.
He's not a

In The News

firefighter- ^^m,

The University may have had to
implement changes to insure equal
opportunity for women as a result of
an investigation by the department of
health, education and welfare. HEW
interviewed five people who filed
complaints alleging discrimination
cases against women.

he's a teacher. But to the
kids he's reached, he's a hero.
BC A TEACHER. BE A HIM.
Ca/M-StY-45-TE.ACH

FALCON VOLLEYBALL IN HOME CONFERENCE ACTION THIS WEEKEND!

G

FRIDAY 7 PM - BG vs. WESTERN / SATURDAY 7 PM ■ BG vs. BALL STATE
Come see traditional power Western en Friday, and preseason favorite Ball State on Saturday!

$3.99

One medium pizza
with one item

Thursday Night
g6.95
HOC hie luii and Kibs
Iiii'l: potaJocs, loss salad,

University
Union

and garlic bread.
C )pen 3-7 pin

must bring coupon

ml. n( in. .il plan .mil-, in. . |H«.I

354- 6500
112 Mercer & Wooster

• WE DELIVER EVERYDAY AFTER 4:00 P.M.
• 79C BIG SLICE EVERYDAY - ALL DAY
HOURS:

Sunday - Thursday 1 l:()()ani - .Midnight
l-Yidav & Saturday 1 l:OOam - l:OOam

University
Union

Thursday Special
i. Utsajjlia. Tori
anil I'asla Alfrolo
Si-ixol with i"arlu- l>n
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Shuttle bus added to serve disabled
by Meredith Tremaln
The BC News
The University shuttle bus
drivers are sporting some new
wheels.
A new shuttle bus was added
this year to better serve the
needs of the disabled, said James
Beaupre, shuttle bus driver.
Beaupre said the new bus
comes complete with wheelchair
ramps that can load a disabled
rider in just four minutes.
While the cost of the new bus is
$69,000, it will prove to be more
cost effective over time, Beaupre
said.
The old buses were costing
about $12,000 a year in repairs.
Parking Services decided to keep
the old shuttle buses running on
its "Night Express Route," he
said.
Beaupre said the purpose of
the new hours is to keep the
buses in operation, but reduce
the number of hours they are on
the route. However, this year the
Night Express has increased its
operation hours. It is now open
from 7:30 p.m. to 3.-00 a.m.
Parking Services obtained
most of the money for the new
bus by using the funds received
from student parking tickets,
Beaupre said. A small percentage of the money also came from
renting the buses out to charter
groups.
The new shuttle is larger, carries 25 people and offers more
standing room.

by Aaron Gray
The BC News

The BC Newi/Stcphanle Mliluwl

A University student boards the new $69,000 shuttle bus employed
by the University's shuttle service that runs the daytime main
route. Though expensive to the University's Parking and Traffic

division, the bus was paid for primarily by students' parking tickets.

"The numbers of riders increase every year," Beaupre
said.
Last year there were 137,124
riders, while the year before it
carried 121,000 students, he said.
The new handicapped ramp Is
helping to make the shuttle bus

believe there is still room for improvement.
"The buses don't run when I
need them," said Stephanie Patterson, a freshman accounting
major.
However, Patterson said she
liked the idea of a night route.

more accessible to everyone. The
whole process of lowering the
ramp and loading the wheelchair
only takes around four minutes,
according to Fred Smith, shuttle
bus driver.
While many consider the shuttle a convenience, some students

"I feel better knowing [the
shuttle] is available at night, instead of walking alone," she said.
Smith said the newest addition
of the shuttle is more ideally
suited to the purpose of transporting students.

Month created to educate
parents about baby safety
Howard's club|-|
3S2 - 9931
Every Thursday Ladies Night
NO COVER

HUNCHBACK
JOYRIDE
•Pool

*Video Games

f£
V*

»Ping Pong

•Pinball

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Whether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
W^
seeki; a broader liberal arts educaseeking
tion, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating great long-term opportunities. It gives you
the chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call Capt. Andy Nagley 372-2176

by Tracy Todd
The BC News
In the time it takes to answer a
telephone, a child can drown in
only an inch of water, according
to Terry Eoff, health educator at
the Wood County Health Department.
This time factor may be particularly relevant for University
students who are juggling class
work and taking care of their
young children.
In order to stop the number of
accidental deaths to young children in the home, September has
been designated as "Baby Safety
Awareness Month."
The Wood County Health Department would like to let parents and caregivers know about
hazards in the home.

•AiiMST^
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

HAMILTON, Ohio - A judge on
Wednesday postponed the trial of
a former Miami University football player charged with raping
two Miami students.

Hey! Students!

FREE
BAGELS!!!
TWO ABSOLUTELY FREE BAGELS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, ONLY
2 pm - 3am
Srudenr ID Required

Caregivers need to keep all ble for top-heavy infants and
cleaning fluids away from chil- toddlers to free themselves if
dren, Eoff said.
they fall headfirst into the
bucket.
"Common household items,
Vlcki Knauerhase, child develsuch as buckets, are one of the opment specialist with the Unileading hazards in child deaths," versity's Child Development
she said.
Center, said students with small
The U.S. Consumer Products children seem to forget that as
Safety Commission estimates the baby grows, the need to rais^
that annually about SO infants the level of baby proofing in the
and toddlers drown in buckets house also increases.
"This includes raising glass
containing liquid used for mopping floors and other household items out of reach as the child
chores.
learns to stand, and making certain that all electrical outlets are
The ages of these victims have plugged to avoid having curious
been between 8 and 14 months children putting their fingers
into them," she said.
old, CPSC said.
A free brochure is available for
CPSC said gallon-size bucket; concerned parents. To get "Be
present the greatest hazard to Sure It's Safe for Your Baby,"
young children. The bucket's tall, send a self-addressed, stamped
straight sides and weight are envelope to JPMA, 2 Greentree
equal to half the size of a young Centre Suite 22S, P.O. Box 955,
child, making it almost impossi- Marlton, N.J. 08053.

Football player's trial postponed
The Associated Press

522 East Wooster

DNA lab
will be
located
in Ohio

No Coupon Necessory

No Purchose Necessary

Judge Michael Sage also prepare for the trial that had
ordered separate trials on the been scheduled to begin
two rape charges.
Wednesday.
He issued his rulings just before jury selection was to haw
Davis is accused of raping a
started in Butler County Com- woman in a residence hall on
mon Pleas Court for the trial of Miami's Oxford campus April 2
Martinius "Mo" Davis, 22, of De- and another woman in her offtroit.
campus apartment March 11.
One of the charges was filed Both women were 20 years old.
two weeks ago, after results of a
DNA test became available. DeThe judge said jury selection
fense lawyers told the judge they will begin Friday for Davis' trial
did not have enough time time to for the alleged March 11 rape.

Voted " Best Campus Comedian o

acker Hall
$5 at
1330 UNION
! OFFICE
112 P.M. -4 p.m.
ECK, or BURSAR
line 2-7164 or
at 2-2343

DNA testing technology
is on its way to Northwest
Ohio's law enforcement,
according to Bowling
Green Police Chief Galen
Ash.
The first state DNA testing laboratory will be located in London and will be
fully operational within the
next two years, Ash said.
Only eight other states have
DNA labs.
DNA, which is short for
deoxyribonucleic acid, is
the biological material that
transfers genetic information unique to each individual. It is possible to isolate
DNA samples from blood,
semen, hair and other tissue samples found at a
crime scene and match
them up with the suspect
from which they came.
Ash is part of a 10-member DNA Advisory Council
set up in December by Attorney General Lee Fisher
and Lt. Gov. Mike DeWine
to explore the creation of a
DNA lab. The council has
completed a proposal which
Ash said he believes will be
approved by the governor
and attorney general within
the next month.
When the lab is completed it will be operated by
14 technicians and will
serve the whole state.
"DNA may be one of the
last frontiers in law enforcement," Ash said. "Certainly it's the last one I'll
see in my lifetime."
Ash said he is excited
about the new DNA lab.
"The technology is unlimited," Ash said. "We can
get somebody's DNA off of
a postage stamp they
licked."
In the past, when DNA
testing was used the samples had to be sent to an FBI
lab, Ash said.
"The problem is that if
you have a case that needs
DNA testing the FBI is so
backlogged that you
couldn't do the testing and
have a timely trial," Ash
said."The defense attorneys know that, so they
request a speedy trial because they know we cant
get the DNA in time."
Wood County Prosecuting
Attorney Alan Mayberry
said he welcomes the new
technology but is cynical
about the reasoning behind
the lab's creation.
"I hate to see it coming
during an election year for
political reasons,"
Mayberry said. "It seems
strange to me that it was
talked about a couple years
ago, and now It has resurfaced on the eve of another election."
Mayberry said he will be
glad to see DNA tests conducted within a reasonable
time frame.

^sonlello's
For The BEST Pizzas
And The BEST Deals...
CALL 352-5166

NOW
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN
4p.m • Daily
1 1am • Fn- Sal.- Sun
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Administration to travel
on information highway

Toot-toot

by Lawrence Hannan
The BC News

The BG NcwtfEllzabcth Mattcra

Members of the University Marching Band practice behind the Fieldhouse for Saturday's football
game against Navy. Klckoff for the game Is at 1 p.m at Doyt L. Perry Stadium.

Scholars studying abroad
able to win Fulbright Grant
Research Services.
and Fiji."
"It provides an opportunity for
There are more than 120 counstudents to travel abroad and tries that welcome Fulbright stufrom
the
grant.
University students who are really expand their horizons," he dent
Students may study in
one
interested in expanding their ed- said.
ucation in a foreign country may
apply for the Fulbright Grant.
The Fulbright Grant provides
funding for students who want to
pursue their field of study in another country. Students may
choose any course of study In the
Anthony Boccanfuso
one-year program, according to
director of the Research Services office
Anthony Boccanfuso, director of
the Research Services office.
"We have had six students
Eligible students must be U.S.
from the University in the last
country per academic year. The
nine years who have received the citizens who have earned a exact amount of funding a stuFulbright Grant," Boccanfuso bachelor's degree before the
said. "Students have studied in grant takes effect, said Judy ies, depending on which country
countries such as Austria, France Reino, technical editor at the student is traveling to.
by Joshua Mossing
The BC News

"It provides an opportunity for students to
travel abroad and really expand their
horizons."

The information highway is
designed to make communication
between people easier. The University administration is now
asking itself how it can use the
Internet to improve communication with students.
University
President Paul
J. Oiscamp said
the University
currently does
not have a general account on
the Internet for
members of the
administration
to communicate directly
students.
"I believe all members of the
administration have e-mail accounts for talking with each
other," Oiscamp said. "But we're
still undecided on how to communicate with students and prospective students with this technology."
Lester Barber, executive assistant to Oiscamp, said one of the
problems in setting up a direct email account is that there is no
single person who can speak for
and deal with every issue at the
University.
"Right now, there's no plan to
set up a single account on the Internet that speaks for the whole
University," Barber said. "It is
possible, though, that individual
vice presidents and deans will set
up accounts to better interact
with students in particular
fields."
Barber said the administration
is committed to becoming more
accessible to students and would

i

not rule out a general Internet very common within the next fe*w
account sometime in the future, years.
when it became more feasible.
"My guess is that within the
Richard Conrad, director oi" next two years the administracomputer services, said he be- tion will have a comprehensive
lieves with large strides being communciation system demade in computer technology, veloped that makes communicacommunication with the adminis- tion between students, faculty
tration and faculty via the In- and staff much easier," Conrad
ternet will most likely become said.

University president wants campus
to adapt to changing technology
by Lawrence Hannan
The BC News

The University has come a long way from the days of punch
card machines and non-interactive personal computers but
several administrators believe there is still a long way to go to
improve technology on campus.
University President Paul Oiscamp has been involved with
most of technological advances the University has made during
the past decade. But at the dedication of Oiscamp Hall last
month he said the University must continue to expand its technology in the future.
"This building [Oiscamp Hall] with its instructions and communications technology, merely brings us within sight of commercial communications and information transfer capacity in
the outside world," Oiscamp said. "It does not bring us close to
the cutting edge of electronic usage."
Oiscamp said he believes the University must adapt to the
changing technology of the late 20th century more easily.
Richard Conrad, director of computer services, said he believes increasing the University's technological ability will
make it easier for students in their day-to-day lives.
"A good example of something almost every student hates is
dealing with the Bursar," Conrad said. "In a few years we should
have the capability to make dealing with the bursar much easier
and efficient."
Conrad points to an ATM machine as potential future Bursar
model.
"You can use an ATM machine 24 hours a day and don't have
to deal with other people to do it," Conrad said. "That's how the
Bursar could be run in the future. You could pay your bills
through a computer with no human element involved.

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY 1:00 P.M. - BEAT NAVY!
Featuring an F-16 Flyover, Skydivers, and Military Equipment Display.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Portaits are underway!
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily
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Breast cancer gene discovered
Researchers isolate possible cause of inherited trait
by Lauren Neergaard
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- Researchers have Isolated one gene that causes the Inherited
form of breast cancer - and discovered the
existence of a second.
Scientists say the breakthrough, to be published in the journal Science next month, will
allow them develop a test, probably within
two years, to help determine women's risk
for inherited breast cancer.
"This is a very, very exciting time in genetics cancer research and women should take
home the fact that there Is real progress,"
Dr. Harmon Eyre of the American Cancer
Society said Wednesday.
Only about 5 percent of all breast cancer is
inherited, but identifying the estimated
600,000 women at risk early could save their
lives.
"It's knowledge that can allow them to
make an appropriate choice" about cancer
detection and treatment, said gene discoverer Dr. Mark Skolnick, of the University of Utah and Myriad Genetics Inc.
Women who inherit a mutated form of
BRCA1 have an 85 percent chance of contracting breast cancer by age 65, as well a
highly elevated risk of ovarian cancer.
Scientists first discovered BRCAl's existence four years ago, launching an international race to isolate the gene.

Skolnick, with colleagues from Myriad
Genetics and the National Institutes of
Health, last month succeeded, using complicated DNA techniques to clone the BRCA1
gene. Now, they will use that cloned gene to
develop a test for BRCAl mutations.
BRCAl's isolation, first reported Tuesdiy
by NBC News, will be published Oct. ; In
Science, but the paper was released
Wednesday.
And, in another Science study releised
Wednesday, other researchers discovered a
second gene, BRCA2, that also cause* inherited breast cancer.
The researchers, led by Dr. Douglas Easton of London's Institute of Cancer
Research, studied 15 cancer-stricken families who did not have mutations in BRCAl,
which is located on the 17th chromosome.
They discovered this second cancer gene
at work on the 13th chromosome, and mapped it to a very specific region. Now, they
must go through the hundreds of genes In
that tiny region to Isolate BRCA2, explained
Easton, who is on loan to the University of
Utah.
"We think that BRCAl accounts for perhaps half of the inherited case., and BRCA2
accounts for a good fraction of the rest,"
Easton said. "But we think therv Is still another gene to be found."
Unlike BRCAl, the second gene doesn't
greatly raise women's risk of ovarian cancer

and is responsible for the very rare cases of
Inherited breast cancer in men, Easton said.
But scientists who had hoped that isolating
BRCAl would cast new light on all breast
cancer may be disappointed. The herediiary
mutations don't appear similar to those
found in non-inherited cancer - the majority
of breast and ovarian tumors, wrote NIH's
Dr. Roger Wiseman.
Discovery of BRCA2 means the first
available test for inherited breast cancer
will catch only one of the genes responsible,
and the millions expected to be tested will
have few options, Eyre warned. Some women now undergo mastectomies to tonrtati
cancer and the drug tamoxil'en is being
tested as a cancer preventer, although it has
serious side effects.
But women with the BRCAl mutation can
undergo intensive screening to catch cancer
early, when It is most curable, Skolnick said.
And because inherited cancers often
strike multiple sites, women diagnosed with
a lump in one breast might decide on more
aggressive treatment, he said.
About 182,000 women are diagnosed with
breast cancer in the United States each year,
and 46,000 die.

HAITI
Continued from page one.

them of using rape as a political
weapon.
He declined to say whether he
would set a firm deadline by
which the military rulers must
leave. "I'll have more to say
about that tomorrow night," he
said. "But I don't want to talk
about any specific date.
"All I can tell you is that the
time is at hand."
"It seems to me that we have
literally exhausted every available alternative and the time has
come for those people to get out
of there," Clinton said.
Two American aircraft carriers, the USS Eisenhower and
USS America," were steaming
toward Haiti carrying thousands
of combat forces. Defense Secretary William Perry said U.S.
forces were nearly In place for
an invasion.
The carriers could be off the
coast of Haiti by the time of Clinton's 9 p.m. EDT speech if they
travel at full speed, Pentagon
officials said. Important preparations were still under way.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, said
there's no emergency warranting
such a drastic step as invasion.
"It has to pass the Dover test,"
Glenn said, referring to the mili-

tary air base in Delaware where
the bodies of slain servicemen
are returned. "When the flagdraped coffins come back, will
the American people support It?"
He said he doubted they would.
Republican House and Senate
leaders sent Clinton a letter saying that prior congressional approval "may not be legally or
constitutionally required" before
an invasion, but would "greatly
strengthen your policy" and the
likelihood of achieving its goals.
"I don't think he can make his
case," Senate Minority Leader
Bob Dole, R-Kan., said. He said
he was certain Clinton would us?
force, if not this week, then next.
"The president feels, I guess,
once we're there the American
people will rally around the
troops, which is true," Dole said.
"We're going to support the
troops if there's an invasion. But
we certainly dont support the
policy."
In a letter delivered to the
White House, the
3.1-mlllion-member American
Legion urged Clinton not to invade, saying the veterans' group
sees no serious threat to the
national security of the United
States.
"We are not persuaded that the
use of foreign military forces in

WINONA

ETHAN

BEN

RYDER

HAWKE

STILLER

Haiti is, at present, morally justified or likely to establish genuine
democracy for the Haitian people," Roman Catholic bishops of
the Western Hemisphere said in
a statement. They said foreign
intervention "will add to the suffering" in Haiti.
The president said a final decision to use force had not been
made. He said that was up to Haiti's de facto leaders and whether
they leave voluntarily.
Clinton listed three reasons for
forcing out the military leaders.
He said Haiti's dictators were
the "most brutal, most violent
regime anywhere in our hemisphere," responsible for 3,000 political murders since they took
power in 1991.
Clinton said that unless the military rulers leave, there will be
another massive outpouring of
Haitian refugees.
Clinton said the United States
has a big stake in seeing democracy succeed in the hemisphere.
He said other leaders in the region have told him "democracy is
not a done deal all over this region" and that if the military rule
persists in Haiti "then democracy elsewhere will be more fragile."
Clinton said Haiti provides ?n
important demonstration of the

reliability of the United State:'
and the United Nations to follow
through, once they are committed to a course of action.
"The United States has an interest in not letting dictators
break their word to the United
States and the United Nations,
particularly in our back yard," he
said. "There is no point in going
any further with the present policy."
"I think I have shown already
extremely good faith and forbearance," Clinton said.
"There's nothing to meet about
unless they are leaving," he said.
"I am not interested in sending
anybody down there to talk to
them about something" they are
not willing to do.
White House press secretary
Dee Dee Myers said the United
States would be willing to help
arrange transportation for. the
leaders if they're willing to go.
If the United States goes into
Haiti, it will have "very limited
objectives," Clinton said.
He said the U.S. mission would
last "a couple of months," removing the military, Installing police
monitors, rebuilding security
forces and restoring democracy.
"The United States will not become involved in rebuilding
Haiti," Clinton said.

Legislators debate
reparations for sick
Gulf War veterans
byJIm Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Prospects
for legislation to help sick
Persian Gulf veterans were
left uncertain Wednesday
after VA Secretary Jesse
Brown and
Senate Veterans' Affairs Comm I t t e e
Chairman
Jay Rocke f e 1 1 e r
differed
widely on
the best approach.
Rockefeller, D-W.Va., In
hearings before his committee, contended that Brown
already had the authority,
without new legislation, to
compensate the thousands of
Gulf War vets who suffer
from mysterious, undiagnosed
ailments.
"I am astonished and enormously disappointed that VA
has taken the position that it
cannot compensate these veterans," Rockefeller said.
"Hundreds, perhaps even
thousands, have been denied
just compensation because VA
has refused to act."
Brown insisted that the Veterans Affairs Department can
only compensate veterans
with diseases or injuries related to their military service,
not those with undiagnosed
symptoms and complaints. "If
I thought the law would permit
me to do so, sure I would," he
said.
The House last month
passed a bill that would award
up to six years of compensa-

tion to veterans suffering
from the so-called Persian
Gulf syndrome, a variety of
symptoms for which there is
no Identified cause. To be eligible, the veteran must show
symptoms within two years
from his or her departure
from the Gulf area The VA
supports the House bill.
Since the 1991 war, some
veterans have complained of
fatigue, joint pain, hair loss,
memory loss and heart and
respiratory problems. Among
suggested causes have been
fumes from oil fires, pesticides, chemical or biological
warfare toxics or inoculations
using untested vaccines.
Sen. Tom Daschle, DSD.,
has proposed legislation similar to the House bill, but It was
unclear whether the Senate
would act on it before the current session ends next month.
Rockefeller has proposed
his own bill that broadens the
definition of disease so more
veterans would be eligible for
compensation.
He said this would eliminate
the need to legislate new rules
every time a future war
creates new health needs.
Brown countered that the
liberalizing law would apply to
all 27 million veterans and
would enable veterans whose
claims had previously been
denied to file new claims for
benefits on the basis of symptoms alone.
A Veterans' Affairs Committee source said Rockefeller
hoped to work out a compromise bill that would include
his goal of attacking the compensation issue from a
broader perspective while
providing specific help for
Persian Gulf veterans.

CNN may be fined for
broadcasting recordings
by Catherine Wilson
The Associated Press

MIAMI - CNN was convinced it had the right to broadcast recordings of Manuel Noriega's jai (house phone calls despite a judge's order, but network executives cringed when they heard anchorman
Bernard Shaw's introduction, a CNN lawyers testified Wednesday.
"The lead-in to the telecast seemed to suggest that we were defying
the order, and there was an audible groan in the room," Stuart Pierson testified at CNN's criminal contempt trial. The introduction was
not reviewed by CNN's lawyers, Pierson said.
The network could be fined $100,000 if U.S. District Judge William
Hoeveler rules CNN violated his order barring the broadcast of the
leaked tapes of Noriega's conversations with his lawyers.
At the time, Noriega was awaiting trial on charges of taking bribes
to protect the cocaine trade. He was later convicted and is serving a
40-year sentence.
Two CNN attorneys testified they believed the network had two
legal reasons to think its broadcasts were legal: the order was Improper prior restraint, and Nonega's lawyer had waived attorneyclient privilege by playing a copy of the tape on camera
CNN lawyer Daniel Waggon said he reviewed legal doctrines with
other attorneys for the network moments before the tapes were
broadcast in November 1990. "I then concluded that the CNN telecast
was not a violation of the court's order," he said.
CNN went ahead even after Hoeveler heard of CNN's plan and told
the network it would violate his order, Pierson said.
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Owners,
players
seperated
by greed
In a last-ditch effort to save
baseball, after months of hearing
everybody else do nothing but
talk about it, I actually tried a
salary cap on.
It wasn't all that bad. But after
wearing it a while, I could see
why the players would never
submit to such a thing. It lets
your head get only so big ... and
no bigger. Who needs that?

Jim
Xwitke
In another last-ditch effort to
save baseball, I tried sharing
revenues with the smaller markets In my household.
It wasn't bad. But after a while,
I could see why the owners want
most of the revenue to be shared
to come out of the players' pockets. After a few regular meals,
the kids were bold enough - not
to mention strong enough - to
start competing for the dessert.
Who needs that?
No wonder baseball is dying cr
- by the time you read this already dead.
Like a runaway train, everybody saw this wreck coming. But
reasonable solutions need
reasonable people to have a
reasonable chance to succeed.
There were some reasonable solutions mentioned from time to
time, including several, that with
a little bit of compromise and
fine-tuning, would address the
only legitimate issue in this
whole mess: How to form an economic partnership that would
shore up all the teams and launch
baseball toward the next century.
A salary cap put the NBA back
on its feet. Revenue-sharing
made the NFL the 800-pound gorilla of sports. Some modification
of either, or both, might have
done wonders for baseball. But
we wont know because those bitter twins ~ the owners and the
players - couldn't even be bothered to listen to each other.
They knew all along when,
where, how and why they were
going to kill baseball. And they
recited the details, over and over,
to anybody who would listen.
Then they sat back, put their
earplugs back in or their headphones back on, and waited for
the rest of us to raise a rucku.-.
about its passing.
Talk all you want about the
selfishness and greed that disrupted all those seasons over the
past two decades. What this
eighth work stoppage demonstrates, above all else, is the
height of their arrogance. Tuesday was practically a testament
to that.
Acting commissioner Bud Selig spent part of the day wrestling with the wording of a news
release announcing baseball's
end. Next, he had to wrestle with
the weighty question of how to
See GREED, page eight

Tired soccer squad edges Ohio State
by John Boyle
The BC News
The BG soccer team overcame tired legs and less than
its best effort to defeat Ohio
State 2-0 Wednesday at
Mickey Cochrane Field.
The Falcons (4-1) were held
scoreless until the 60:56 mark,
when Joe Burch directed in a
corner kick by Frank Frost ino.
Frost ino kept the ball low
along the ground, and Burch
beat an Buckeye defender to
the ball.
Burch added his second goal
of the game and fifth of the
season just 20 minutes later.
The goal came off a run by BG
midfielder Steve Klein. Klein
crossed the ball from the left
side near the endllne to the
opposite side of the penalty
box. Forward John Gigante
then touched it across to
Burch for the goal. The insurance tally gave BG a two-goal
lead with less than 10 minutes
remaining.
The combination of the
weather and BG's third game
in five days contributed to a
weary Falcon squad, head
coach Gary Palmisano said.
"I think the mid-week game
and humidity contributed to
heavy legs for us," he said.
"We were always a step behind. We were reacting instead of acting and anticipating."
Despite the difficult playing
conditions, the Falcons outworked the Buckeyes (1-1-1)
at the offensive and defensive
ends of the field. BG outshot
the Bucks 9-2 in the first half
and 20-13 for the game.
Defensively, goaltender
Dan Traver recorded 3 saves

for his second shutout of the
season. The shutout lowered
Traver's goals against average to 0.7S. Traver credited
the backs with the Falcons' defensive success thus far this
season.
"I'm real happy with the defensive effort," Traver said.
"Tony Dore, it's his first year
playing at sweeper, and he's
doing a tremendous job for us.
And Dave Michels and Peter
Kolp. Peter's in his first year
back there and doing a tremendous job."

"As a team,
everyone is starting
to understand our
defensive system."
Dave Michels
BCback
"As a team, everyone is
starting to understand our defensive system," Michels
said." I've been pleased with it,
Danny's been pleased with it
and I think the coaches have
been pleased with it."
Traver said although it
wasn't their best effort, the
Falcons did what they had to
do to win.
"We were a little sluggish,
but we don't always play
well," he said. "The best teams
in the world don't always play
well. The sign of a good team
is to come out and not play at
your best and still be able to
get the victory."
"You're always pleased
when your players find a way
to get a positive result," Palmisano said.

The BC Newi/Rut Weltziur
Bowling Green's midfielder Steve Klein attempts to clear the ball from OSU back Robb Morgan ID the
first half of the Falcons 2-0 victory Wednesday.

Sophomore scores Sanders to sign with 49ers
twice for Falcons
by Dennis Georgatos
The Associated Press

by Christian Pelusl
The BG News
It was the Ohio State Buckeyes
who were seeing red, not the Falcons, after a 2-0 Bowling Green
victory yesterday.
Red-headed center midfielder
Joe Burch accounted for both BG
goals. Each tally came In the second half of play.
Burch, a sophomore, converted
a corner kick from outside midfielder Frank Frostino at the
60:56 mark.
"Frank played a great ball and
I was left open and just redirected it into the goal," said Burch,
who notched his fourth and fifth
goals in only the fifth game of the
season. Burch's five goals is currently tops among BG players.
Burch tallied his second of the
game at the 80:17 mark.
"We got a cross from Steve
[Klein] to the far post to Jon
Giganti. Jon touched it back in
the middle and I just deflected it
in," Burch said.
The BG midfielders controlled
the contest in the second half, led
by Burch, senior Frostino and
freshmen Giganti and Jason Began.
"We felt coming in that the
back line for Ohio State was
slow," head coach Gary Palmisano said. "If we could get in behind them, we felt we could get
more opportunites. Those people
that come on then are the midfielders."

"Joey [Burch] got In close
early in the first half and had
some miss hits. Steve [Klein] did

"Frank [Frostino]
played a great ball
and I was left open
and just redirected it
into the goal."

Joe Burch
BG midfielder

also, so it was there, but it was a
matter of being patient on our
part," Palmisano said.
Palmisano has been impressed
with Burch's ability to find the
back of the net. Burch has made
good on five of his eight shots on
goal (82.5%).
"Joey's percentage of shots on
goal to goals is brilliant," Palmisano said. "Finishing off opportunities makes the game very
simple."

SANTA CLARA, Calif. - With
the baseball season gone, Deion
Sanders wasted no time closing
in on a new Job with the San
Francisco 49ers.
A free-agent cornerback and
Cincinnati Reds outfielder, Sanders shopped his services to
several NFL teams while idled by
the monthlong baseball players
strike. On Wednesday, the
owners called off the season.
Sanders was ready to turn his
attention to football, said his
agent, Eugene Parker.
Sanders told an Atlanta television station he had decided
against rejoining the Atlanta Falcons and intended to sign with
the 49ers.
The 49ers freed $1.3 million
under the salary cap by restructuring the contracts of linebackers Gary Plummer and Ken Norton, and safety Tim McDonald.
Club president Carmen Policy
said Sanders, a three-time Pro
Bowler in five seasons with the
Falcons, flew to the San Francisco Bay area on Wednesday.
Policy said he hoped to conclude
a deal within the next 24 hours.
"There are some very sensitive
negotiations going on," Policy
said. "We're talking numbers.
We're talking incentives. We're
talking a variety of things. We're

even talking philosophy."
Just two weeks ago, Policy said
the 49ers couldn't afford Sanders
because of salary-cap constraints, Now he was optimistic
the two sides could come to
terms.
"We're not in there alone," Policy said. "If I was to stand here
and tell you it was done, I would
be really acting foolhardy. I don't
know what's going on behind the
scenes. His coming out here may
be nothing more than priming the
pump to get Atlanta to really
come through with a final offer."
Falcons president Taylor
Smith said the team still assumed
Sanders would give Atlanta a
chance to match the best offer
from another club.
"If the [money] is what it's rumored to be ... then I know we
can be competitive with that kind
of offer," Atlanta coach June
Jones said. "Deion knows we
want him here, and he knows this
is the best fit for what he wants
to accomplish."

Should Sanders sign with th?
49ers, he would be the sixth defensive free agent added to the
team. San Francisco (1-1) earlier
added Norton, Plummer, Toi
Cook, Rickey Jackson and Richard Dent.
San Francisco coach George
Seifert has called Sanders the
best defensive back in the game
today.
"It would only make us better
and I'm all for anyone coming
here who would make us better,"
Cook said. "It's all about winning
and any player that's going to
help us win, bring him here."
McDonald added: "Deion's a
great player and he brings a lot.
He brings excellent man to man
coverage skills. He brings a lot of
charisma and a lot of excitement
and I think he's all business once
he steps on the football field."
Sanders had been seeking a
long-term, $4 million-a-year deal,
but apparently has conceded the
NFL's $34.6 million salary cap
makes that impossible.

DO YOU NEED EDFI 302
(EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY)?
Are you interested in cultural diversity and
interacting with exemplary educators in
urban schools?
A special section of EDFI 302 with an urban
focus will be offered Spring '95. •

EVERY THURSDAY
DIMERS 7-9 PM • KARAOKE 8:30-2AM

Call Dr. Kathy Farber at 372-7336 for
course information arid registration details.
Xlass size is limited.
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NFL salary cap Baseballfans left with empty feeling
affecting teams
by Patrick Dolan
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

Carmen Policy, the San
Francisco 49ers' president,
was asked last week how It
feels to be the NFL's resident
salary cap genius after figuring out a way to add quality
free agents without breaking
the bank.
"Wait a while," Policy replied with a laugh.
"A while," turned out to be
no more than three quarters of
the 49ers' game with at Kansas City. At that point, the
Niners were without threefifths of their starting
offensive line as well as Richard Dent, one of their prime
free-agent acquisitions.
Policy knows his team has
only $21,000 left to spend
under the cap for replacements, meaning that San
Francisco's Super Bowl plans,
so bright at the start of the
season, have been put on hold.
That's a problem all around
the league this year, and it's
beginning to show after two
weeks.
Example I is San Francisco.
A solid, veteran offensive
line - Harris Barton, Jesse
Sapolu, Bart Oates, Ralph
Tamm and Steve Wallace - Is
now down to Oates and Wallace. And Oates is 36 and
played only half a season with
the Giants last season.
The ripple effect? Steve
Young got knocked all over
Arrowhead Stadium by Derrick Thomas and his friends
last week, particularly after
Sapolu went out. Another couple of weeks of Harry Boatswain, Derrick Deese, Chris
Dalman and Brian Bollinger,
and the Niners' quarterback
could be Elvis Grbac or Bill
Musgrave.
Example II is the Giants, not
nearly so severe, but indicative of what happens with a
cap.
They go into Sunday's game

with Washington with a
chance to go 3-0 before they
break, a surprise indicative
mainly of Dan Reeves' coaching skill. But they do it without
their principal offensive
weapon, Rodney Hampton,
who bruised a kidney in Arizona Sunday night.
Last year, when Hampton
got hurt. Reeves simply
plugged in Lewis Tillman, who
gained 104 and 169 yards in
his first game.
But Tillman defected to
Chicago for more money than
the Giants could afford to pay
a backup and now Hampton's
replacement is Dave Meggett,
one of the NFL's great specialty players but hardly a
heavy-duty running back. His
backup is rookie free agent
Keith Ellas of Princeton, and
the injury impacts three positions - running back, punt returner and third-down
receiver.
Example III: The Dolphins.
They're deeper than the
Giants at running back, where
they have old standby Mark
Higgs standing by to replace
rookie find Irving Spikes, who
strained a knee ligmaent after
running wild for a half against
Green Bay last week. But they
also lost safety Gene Atkins
and cornerback Frankie
Smith, which may intensify
their quest for Deion Sanders.
But to meet Sanders' demands, they may have to "restructure existing contracts,"
which is jargon for asking
starters like Keith Jackson
and Mark Ingram to take pay
cuts (Dan Marino has volunteered, but what's $1 million
or so when you make $5 million.)
"Restructuring" in the first
week threw the Eagles out of
sorts for their opener - team
psyches are fragile things - so
Wayne Huizenga, Don Shula
and Eddie Jones have to tread
carefully.

//////////////////////////////////////

s&s
BARBER
SHOP
We specialize in
short hair styling
Walk ins
Welcome

164 S. Main
MTRF 8:30 - 5:30P.M.
SAT 8:30 - 5:30 P.M.
W & SUN - CLOSED

85%
of students
inhale
fast food

fFire up before the
game with bw-3!
jft

only $17.50

«\|
Valid only wiih coupon. Not valid with other specials.
LL — ™__ _
Expiref
Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.

AP photo/Beth A. KcUncr

For the first time since 1904 there will be no World Series. The baseball season ended Wednesday when a strike settlement could not be
reached.

GREED

"A lot of people talk about a
curse being on the team, and I
guess it is a curse of sorts," said
Ernie Mensuratl of Parma
Heights. "This year's team had a
chance at making the playoffs
and now it's gone. It's kind of
strange that their one winning
season in 30 years, or how ever
long it's been, is just wiped out."
The loss of the season also puts
a damper on the economic boom
created by the Indians and their
debut season at Jacobs Field.
"It has really hit the community's psyche pretty hard," said
Mayor Michael R White.
"I think it's very unfortunate,"
White said. "I think it's unfortunate for the community and I
think it's unfortunate for those
young ball players who have
played their heart out for this
community."
A Cleveland-area nun who has
been a lifelong Indians fan, Sister
Mary Assumpta Zabas, said sh •
was fed up with the whole mess.

Rangers replace Grieve

Continued from page seven.

pass it around without spilling
the bad news all over himself: By
fax, or conference call, or the .ilways troublesome news conference, where people might actual
ly ask questions?
Finally, Selig put on makeup
and his best glum face, slipped
into a Milwaukee TV station, and
made an appearance on "Nightline." In case you missed it, the
last thing he said about the
chances for a solution was this:
"If there isn't, there isnt."
Throughout the day, those of
his fellow owners whose lips haven't been sewn together were
mimicking the party line. No
hope, said Boston Red Sox chief
executive officer John Harrington.
The players' negotiators,
meanwhile, stayed in New York,
at least giving the appearance
that they were still willing to be
swept off their feet. Of course,
that's nearly impossible to do
when your back Is already
against the wall. He may not have
accomplished much more than
his counterpart, Dick Ravitch,
but at least give credit to union
boss Don Fehr with being realistic enough to know the public is
not about to rush to anyone's defense.
Jim Litke is a columnist for The
Associated Press.

byJalmie Aron
The Associated Press

ARLINGTON, Texas - For the
last decade, Tom Grieve always
found a way to stock the Texas
Rangers' lineup with sluggers.
Weak pitching and shoddy
fielding kept the Rangers from
winning a division title.
Texas fired him as general
manager on Wednesday, making
him an assistant to club president
Tom Schief fer.
"We haven't won," Schieffer
said. "You don't have to look very
hard to find the problems: pitching and defense. It's a recurring
problem beyond the realm of
something that just happened.
AP phot o/Krlc Gray
He worked hard to fix it, but it Texas Rangers' Tom Grieve, center, listens at team president Tom
was never resolved."
Scheiffer announced Grieve will no longer hold the position of general
Texas player personnel direc- manager.
tor Sandy Johnson, who was in
charge of the scouting depart- no hurry. He has one year left on ganization that made him basement that discovered the team's a contract extension he signed in ball's youngest GM when he was
hired at age 36 in 1984.
young stars like Juan Gonzalez October 1993.
"I feel a great level of disHe leaves as the longestand Ivan Rodriguez, was named
tenured GM to have never won a appointment today," said Grieve,
interim GM.
Schieffer said he'd like to com- division title. Only Oakland's who learned of the move Tuesplete the search within 30 days. Sandy Alderson and Toronto's day. "I don't feel one ounce of
He says he'll consider Johnson a Pat Gillick held their posts bitterness. I don't have any relonger than Grieve, and each has grets.
candidate for the job.
Grieve's new responsibilities won a World Series.
"And although I have strong
All Grieve can claim is an
have not been outlined, and with
emotions about leaving, I leave
Wednesday's cancellation of the asterisk - the Rangers were lead- feeling good about the job that
remainder of this season there's ing the revamped American we've done."
League West by one game over
As much heat as Grieve has
the A's when the season ended.
Although he had guaranteed the taken for not building a solid rodivision title in spring training, tation, there's been even more
he didn't expect Texas to be speculation that ownership tightened the budget when it came to
52-62.
"We finished in first place, but signing pitchers.
The question of whether
we were 10 games under,"
Schieffer said. "I don't think you Grieve had the financial backing
can take real comfort in that to win came up repeatedly
Wednesday and each time he infact."
Grieve appeared uncomforta- sisted money was never an issue.
"We had every opportunity to
ble at Wednesday's news conference. He was flanked by Schief- succeed and unfortunately we
fer, Johnson, manager Kevin dldnt," Grieve said. "I'm very
Kennedy and genera] partner disappointed in that. In my own
performance, and although it
Rusty Rose.
When Grieve spoke, he was might sound trite, I feel very dismostly complimentary of the or- appointed for the fans."

Navy...NotH

GO FALCONS!
Bowling Orttn vs. Navy

A Bfci--.r«ii----~ --" -ji *\
80 Wings for I

,
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CLEVELAND - Despite high
hopes that this was the year for
their team, fans of the Cleveland
Indians said Wednesday they're
learning to accept that the season
just wasn't meant to be.
"I think it's a shame, but
there's no sense in crying over
something that we have no control of," said Ann Williams of
Westlake.
The announcement that the
rest of the major league baseball
season was canceled is just another in the series of misfortunes
that seem to plague the Indians
time and time again.
"The excitement has been taken away," Rose Vanio of Eastlake. "The one year the Indians
are doing well and playing their
hearts out has been ruined. The
strike spoiled it for them."
"Let the season end," added
her husband. Bob. "It's ridiculous to let it keep going on like
this. The season is already
ruined. And even if the players
came back now, they wouldn't be
In shape. So it just wouldn't be
good baseball."
The hard-luck Indians last
made the playoffs in 1954. After
40 years of dismal attendance ~
and dreadful play - they
seemed to come alive this season
after moving to Jacobs Field,
their sparkling new ballpark.
Last year, the Indians were expected to be contenders, but
struggled through the first two

months of the season while coming to terms with the deaths of
Steve Olin and Tim Crews. The
two pitchers were killed in a
March 21,1993, boating accident
during a spring training off-day.
This year, the Indians were in
the running from the start,
spending most of the season in a
see-saw battle with Chicago for
the top spot in the AL Central.

The Navy Not Football Mum Coursage!
$

$425
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\> BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK ▼

Only Available at
The Flower Basket
165 S. Main St Downtown B.G.
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OBSIDIAN
BGSU's only African American
Student Publication still needs you!

....SEEYOUAtTHBCAMEl
y
FA1CON HOME OPENER..-S« >

• Weekly Meetings
• No Experience
Necessary
• Build Your Resume
Come Tonight 7:30 pm
304 Mosley Hall

■ALCC

For Further Information Call Terre Holmes
at 372-2440 or 354-6011
=
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CAMPUS EVENTS
• ATTENTION O.S.E.A. MEMBERS •
FALL MEETING DATE
Sunday Sept. 16.8pm N.E. Commons
Tuesday Oct. 4, 9pm 115 Educ. Bldg.
Tuesday Nov. 1.9pm 1ISEdue. Bldg.
Cos turn* competition Prizas awarded tor beat

page nine
LAST YEAR ONLY 2.7% OF BGSU DONATED BLOOD! HELP US INCREASE THIS
NUMBER WHILE EARNING LEADERSHIP
SKILLS AND VALUABLE SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES AT THE NEW UNIVERSITY
RED CROSS ORGANIZATION. FIRST MEETING IS SEPTEMBER 19 AT 7:30 IN 112 LSC.
QUESTIONS, CALL BARB AT 352-4575.
OPhiA Rush '94 OPhiA
Omega Phi Alpha
Fall Rush 94
kilo. Nghis: Sept. 14 and 15
8A1148-I0pm
OPhiA Rush-94 OPhiA

OMMMil
Tuosdoy Dec. e, 9pm 115 Educ. Bldg.
' SKI IN COLORADO ' SUN IN HAWAII'
Anond on* ol over 100 coiiojej in th* U.S. for
a semester or a yaar without paying out of
statt loesl For more detail*, attend a
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INFO.
SESSION
FRIDAY, SEPT. 16TH at 1:30 pm
Faculty Lounga. 2nd Floor Union
Call Co-op Program 2-2451 lor more Into.

"ATTN: PR, JOUR.,» MKT MAJORS"
Bowling Green Public Ralallone
Orgenliallon (8G Pro)
will be holding and informational
meet ng tonight in
Rm.102BAal7p.m.
The guest speaker is Jim Little.
president ol Diver si lied Communications.
He will discuss Die topics of
Agency PR and PRSA.
Also, get more information about
rheBG Pro raffle
For more information call
Trlcla Profit al 352-5975
All Majors Are Welcome'' Don't Miss Outl
"BO PRO"
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Membership Drive
Sept. 12-1610am-1:00pm
BA front hallway

PARENTS WEEKEND RITA RUONER CONCERT TICKETS ARE STIL AVAILABLE AT
THE UAO OFFICE 330 UNIVERSITY UNION
3722343.
The Undergraduate Philosophy Club will be
holding its First meeting ol the year on Monday.
Sept. 19 in 301 Siavel Anyone interested
please drop in. You need not be a philosophy
major or minor to attend
Think about itl

BGSU SKI CLUB
BOSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
The BGSU SKI CLUB will hold its first meeting
ol rne year on Tuesday. Sept. 20 at 9:00 pm m
113 BA. Beginning to Expert skiers as well as
Snowboarrjers welcome Topics will include
Ski Tnp to Aspen as well as trips to Michigan
and New York. For more information Call
354-2620
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
GET PUBLISHED NOWI
Prairie Margin*. The Undergraduate Fin* Arts
Magazine of BGSU, is now accepting an,
prose, and poetry submissions. Call Aimee tor
info 353-0218.

la Judge Warmer your Idol? BGSU's Student
Court needs volunteers to be judges. Decide
cases presented by students tor students in
traffic court and Student Arbitration hearings.
You won't have Rusty as your bailiff, but you
will get advancement and scholarship opportunities. For more kilo see us at Sept. 14 Acton*
1103 Fair.

Chlldcare in our home near campus 1 year old
twins. M-F 8am- 1:30 pm 354-1976 leave mes-

Carry Rentals 352-7365
Person needed tor misc. jobs
Part-time work M-F only.
Apply in person.
316 E Merry Apt. *3.

It's Herein!

WALK FOR A GREEN OHIO is passing
through on September 24. A rally will be held
at 2pm at the Courthouse w/various speakers.
A potluck dinner will be held al lie City Park followed by the Green Ohio slide show. All individuals 5 groups are encouraged to join it. Any
questions call Melissa al 352-8343.

ATTENTION RETURNING STUDENT COURT
MEMBERS: Prosecution staff members call
Bruce Purdy and Defense staff members call
William Cook to get details for first week ol
Traffic court starting Sept. 13 (and interviews
for promotion) starting Sept. 20. If further details are needed. Call 372-2969.

WELLAWARE WEEK
September 12.16th
any lima between 11:30am -1 pm

BGPRO BGPRO BGPRO
Hey all you Public Relations, Business and related majors...the Bowling Green Public Relations Organization is having its first meeting
Sept. 15 at 7:00 in 102 BAI Jim LirOe will be
speaking about Agency PR and the benefits ol
being in the Public Relations Society ol America. Don't Miss Outl
BOPRO BGPRO BGPRO

IT'S JUST A JOSH
...related to your Ma|or,
that pays good money.
that looks great on your resume,
that could lead to a career.
COOP KICK-OFF
Friday.Sept. >6tn
3:30pm 1007 BA Building

Come and see all the Student Recreation
Center has to offerll Each day information and
activities on various health and fitness topics
will be oflered--muscular strength, flexibility,
body composition, cholesterol and relaxation.
For more mlo 372-7482.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
TONIGHT
Informational Meeting
Tonight at 7:30 pm
103 Business Administration
"Refreshment Provided"
WOMYNFORWOMYN
Do you want to learn more about womyn'e
issues?
Do you want to work lor equality?
Do you want to know why "y"?
Then Womyn lor Womyn wants youl
Come to our tirst meeting ol the semester
Monday September 19 at 9pm in me Union
Oho Suiie.
WOMYNFORWOMYN

Work and Play in the Nation's Capital.
Earn College credit and
prolessional expenenc*
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
information Session:
Friday. Sept. I6lh 3:30 pm
Admin Bldg. 10thFloorConl.Room
For more mlo . call Co-op program,2-2451
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IT!

LOST & FOUND
•FOUNDBLACK CAT HIT BY CAR
ONTHURSTININ
FRONT OF OFFENH AUER
8-10-94.
BG PD TOOK TO MIDWAY
ANIMAL HOSPITAL.
TOCLAIMCALL
BG POOR MIDWAY.

L AGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAG A
Th* Lesbian and Gay Alliance meets tonight at
8:30 in die Unitod Cms', an Fellowship Center.
The UCF is on Die corner of Thurstn and
Ridge, due west Irom Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma.
LAGA is open to all Gay/LesbiarvBlsexual
students, grad. students, faculty and the general public. LAGA welcornes those who are not
gay and support and accept gay people as
•qua! members ol society.
For more information, can 372-5228; discretion
assured.

FOUND ■ 1 black & white kitten
Call to identify.

354-4504
FOUND- Set ol Keys
near Thurso'n & Ridge
last Wednesday.

CALL DIBENEDETTO'S FOR YOUR TAILGATE
PARTY SUB. 567FT. - 352-4663.

Career-related experience.
PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Stan NOW
Fr. So. Jrs NEW to co-op, come to
CO-OP KICK-OFF
Friday, Sept. 16th
3:30 pm 1007 BA Building
BE THEREI Details: 372-2451
COLLEGE STATION
Do you like classic rock, disco and 60s music?
Then College Station is the place tor you or
Thursdaysi Show a valid college ID and
Driver's license between 7-9 and get EXCELLENT Drink Specials Ladies get an all night
special on bottled beer. Drmk special lor 21
and over. 18 and over welcome.
COLLEGE STATION
•616 E W cosier
(behind Chi Chi's)
Come and took us overt
•Over 1000 snehing kits'
'3000 Different Instruction Books*
(counted, plastic, canvas, knit, 8 crafts)
The French Knot
200 S. Main SI.
352-3148

Thursday 9/15 Irom 8-10pm at
th* DZ house

SERVICES OFFERED

II you have any questions, call
Vanessa 92-5200.
We can't wait to meat you!
DELTA ZETA OPEN RUSH

Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center
Call3S4-HOPE.

SKYDIVE BG. WELCOMES BACK THE
ADVENTURESOME AND THRILL SEEKERS
Wo oiler a first )ump/skydive course. Call for
student discounts. Visa A MrC accepted 10
Bjnujjj ft0™ B.G.S.U campus. 352-5200

Double Print*
FREE everyday
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad. Bowling Gr*«n
FREE SIAMESE TORTIE FEMALE
SPAYED/DECLAWED/LITTERBOX
TRAINED MUST FIND NEW HOME. PLEASE
CALL 353-2205 OR 352-6529.
GOLF GOLF GOLF
Warn to learn?
Want to improve?
Is there on* shot
you just can't get
right? Cal 372-4231
lor INEXPENSIVE.
GUARANTEED RESULTS'
HAPPY HOURS AT CAMPUS POUYEYES
'Discounted Imports and Domestic Beers'
2-4-1 snacks including world tamoua
breadsticks. M-F, 4 - 7. By th* smoke stack
Daily Buffets alsol

THE FIRST REAL "BASH" IS HERE!

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
World trawl.
Seasonal ft Full-Tin* «mploym«ni available.
No axpanance nscasiary.
For more information
calll-206*34-0468 ant. 066441.

Trek Mountain Bike 4 Sale.
Only 3 months oldM' $295 OB O
Interested? Call Jaw: 354-2159

Earn extra money from home mailing our fliers.
For info, send SASE to: Donatae Marketing',
P.O. Box 3. Van Wan. OH 45B91.

FOR RENT

Th* Department ol Political Scenes is now accepting applttatjons tor the 1995 BGSU Model
United Nations Team. The deadline is Monday.
October 10. Stop by Williams Hall Rm. in for
an application and more information.

■•.:■:•"■ y ^''i-ZK.0mi

Just present your B —

One Bedroom Available
in a 2 bedroom Apartment
Cost $22S per month
Call 353-8127

Money Orders
39 cent*
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad. Bowling Green

Spacious 2 bedroom apt.
Available Immediately.
Call 3524801

Computers For Rent
372-7496

*

BGAREA
OFFICE CLEANING

#

Macintosh Computers
SI90 to S200 per
semester

PART-TIME EVENINGS

•

' Excellent PfJ income
* No Experience Necessaiy
* Students ft others welcome
' Complete Training
* Excellent Work Environment
' Advancement Opportunities
I
Apply by calling the nation's leading department store cleaning Corporate Personnel
Dept. m Toledo. KeHermeyer Building Services, i'800-348-4359, Monday • Friday batween Bam • Spm. Ask for Job #K-447Q. EOE

PHIMU
OPEN RUSH
PHIMU
OPEN RUSH
Thursday. 15th 8-10
at our nous©
located behind the Union
call 372-2750II you
have any questions
PHIMU
OPEN RUSH
PHIMU
OPEN RUSH

Network Connections
$29.00
(Chapman, Darrow, Founders
& Offenhauer)

National Park JobaOver 25.000 openings!
(including hotel staff, tour guides, etc.) Benefits
a bonuses'
Apply now lor best posiOons.
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext. NSS441.

Thursday at M.T. Muggs is Ladle's Night.
20 cent wings.
Happy Hours at 4.19 and over.
UAA Presents: Mudspalocaa '94
Th* Undergraduate Alumni Association is
pleased to announce its annual Mud Volleyball
Tournament on Saturday. September 24 @
College Park. Team sign-up terms ar* available at the Mileb Alumni Center, or cal Heather
or Knsbn at 3S4-2013. Entries are due by this
Fnday. September 16 at 5 p.m.

Part-time help at a local Dre shop w/inveniory
and Pre changing. Contact Terry. 353-8312.

PLtime assembler positions. 20-26 hrsAvk.,
flexible hours. With the following req's: Own
transportation, society secunty card, drivers license, non-smoker. Qualified apply ai OBES
oH>ce,400E.PoeRd.,BG.

Great house, great location 1 block from campus. Need one great roomie soon. $185 dep.
353-2382. Ask tor Bev.
Non-smoking male roommate wanted. Large
bed. pool, tennis, near Southwick Mall in
Toledo. 1220 • utilities. 385-1788.
Roommate Wanted.
Non-smoker. Own Room.
Lance 655-3084.

Rally's is NOWHIRING
11 am - 2pm and 8pm - dose
$450 per hour: 352 -8280
SPRING BREAK "95-SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH ft GO FREEIII Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest
rates to Jamaica. Cancun, Daytona and Pan
ama dry Beach. Call 1 -800-648-4849

VAN DRIVER. Part-time position to provide
transportation to and Irom social service
agency. Must be between the ages ol 21-65.
have a valid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box
738, Bowling Green, OH 43402.

HELP WANTED
■ i Awesome!
Earn $2500 8 Free Spnng Break Trips! Set 8
Trips A Go Freel Best Trips A Pricesl Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, Panama Cityl
1-800 -678-63861
tlllfttltt
TA.S.P. International is looking tor highly motivated, hard working students to r.n management positions in all Cleveland suburbs, Akron,
Canton, Toledo. Bowling Green for summer of
'95 Gain valuable business experience, build
resume, receive college credit.earn
S7.ooo-J9.ooo on average. Positions are filled
by first come, first qualified basis. Contact Man
Scherer at 1 -800-543-3792.

tsstsntst

Waniedi America's fastest growing travel company seeking individuals to promote spring
break to Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas. Florida,
Padre. Fantastic free traveUoomrnissionil Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.

FOR SALE
1982 Suruki motorcyd*. 10.000 mi. New battery. Good condition. Call Andy *t 354-5134
S place drum set Induces cymbals 4 hardware. 9600; small mcrowav* oven. tSO. Cal
359-7626 after 4:30pm.
M Horizon brsale-SSOO
Starts-runS'Stops-oood condition
New eshaust system.
CM 423-8498 alter 2pm-aak for Holly.

$1 OOmour possible mailing our circulars
For into, cal (202) 296-9065

CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS PRESENTS

GAME NIGHT

Sponsored by *K® and
. Jhe Prevention Center
call 3/2-2343 for more Info.

S S I s

studensLooking tor Rial perfect fti
•Ma going to school?
Eioetunl part- time jobll
Earn greet aa* and have tun...

$6.50 - $8.00 Hour
* •"Flexible scheduling (20 - 24 hour*/
week)
*
you pick the days!!
•"Evening hour* (great tor school
s
schedules)
• •"&J5.00 hour baste pay - guaranteed

,

*

"'Dally and weekly cash bonuses"
"'Yes- Telemarketing wlth a new
edge casing only our cus timers
people who know us- who weVe
served In the pastil
— 10-15 position* available now.

*

UptowrvOowntown Now hiring. Floor walkers
Apply in person btwn. gpm-lOpm. Mon.-Fri. k
Downtown.

SucJeaser lor Spring V5. Close to campus.
Reasonable ream paid by semester. Two cool
roommates, laundry on premises. I! interested
ca)IM*rietle35*-21*e.

t t I I 1 I > S I s S S

Organist • choir director. Community of Christ
Lufteran Church. Call for more information.
877-0607.

Pest Control Service Man Flexible hours. Own
transportation required. Call Banfax PestControl at 352-5315.

Female roommate needed ASAP.
Apanment close to campus.
Call 352-6078

(Plus tax & deposit)

Needed: responsible babysitter in my home
every other Fn. ft Sat. nights. Must have own
transporution. Call 352-1553 between 5:30
t 7 30pm.

Play EUCHRE. HEARTS,
OTHER CARD GAMES
Play BOARD GAMES:
WIN LOSE OR DRAW
MONOPOLY &
OTHERS
■¥'■'";■'

2 bedroom apartment, furnished.
Available Nowl
352 9302

HOUSEKEEPING
9
KELLERMEYER
BUILDING SERVICES. INC.

8:30 P.M. -11:30 P.M.

]

1 bdrm. apt. available immediately
Yes. we do a ow pets'
354-8800

Help Wanted: Individual students/organizations to promote Spring Break
Tripe. Earn high dollar commissions and free
trips. Must be outgoing and creative. Call
1-800-217-2021.

IN

Introduction* of this* year'* Athlatlc Hall of Fama Inducted* at halfllma. S«a you at th* ganwi

Rottweiler Pup- AKC.
Female, Must see. Ch. line
snots $350.(419)353-6127

EBSCO TELEMARKETING SERVICE
Come join the best job in town!
Where are you going to find a job that, gives
you a weekly paycheck? - lets you makes your
own schedule? • offers you paid days off? s doesn't ask for experience but gives it to you?
EBSCO Telemarketing Service is &e answer'
ApplyM-Fahef4pm. n3N Main

'HE BOWL'N GREENERY
THURSDAY, SEPT. 15

Featuring in F-16 FLYOVER. SKYDIVERS, and MILITARY EQUIPMENT DISPLAY during pregima, and

LARGE WOOD DESK
Oak (I think), heavy, $250 O. B.O
3724074

*J2L

FALCON FOOTBALL HOME OPENER -SATURDA Y 1:00 p.m.

ffBG "AIR ATTACK" ON NAVYIj

$275 O BO. Call 372-3706.
IBM Compatible Computer 640k Memory.
Color RGB Monitor. Modem, Dot-Matrix printer, application and entenamment software
Delivery possible, must sel, $350.691 -4863

Friendly, energetic, reliable attendant needed
to work Wed. through Fn. 6-9 pm. Sun. 9-4 ♦
every other Sat. 0-4. Apply at Kirk'e Com
Laundry-709S Mam

WANTED

352-7534

HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596W. KRAMER RO. BOWLING GREEN, OH 419-353-5403.

Larg* Selection
100% Wool Color Fact Dy*
Sweaters ft Glove*
Sweaters 139.96
J.T. Carryout
*05Thur*tln
So* YOU At th* M.rchant Fair!

DELTA ZETA OPEN RUSH
Come meet the alalars of
DellaZela

Quttarend Amp. for Sale
Was nburn Cyon Guitar and Crate GX-15 Amp.
Hard case. AH in Good Condition.

Flicker's BG & Perrysburg prep cook, line
cooks, wait staff-All shifts-Apply in person.

MODEL UN. CALLOUT
BIO PRE-GAME PARTY AT
M.T.MUGGS! THIS SAT.!
ALL U CAN EAT PANCAKES A
SAUSAGE FOR 52.00
ALSO, SPECIALS ON BLOODY MARY'S,
5 SCREWDRIVERS. COME JOIN THEj
FUN
ALL DAY! EVERYONE WELCOMEI
OPEN AT 10 AMI

Our house la across Irom South Hall
right down the lane.

INFINITY...D.J. SERVICE
For: Fraternity or sorority events.
dances, parties, weddings...etc.
Prolessional sound and lighting equipment.
Call 3544201 ask torKIRK.

146 NOtTH MAW - BOwUNG GSEEN

AGO - ALPHA GAMS - AGO
We love our Alpha Gam pledges'
Keep up the Good Work!
AGO - ALPHA GAMS - AGO

ASSEMBLERS Excellent Income to assemble
products at home. Into 1 -504-648-1700 DEPT.
OH-6255

The honest shirt in town is now herel The Bowling Green Nightlif* T-shirt leaturing all ol your
favorite night spots in a colorful design Get
yours nowl Available at The Gr**k Mart and
your favorite nightjme establishments.
Call TheGreek Mart at 353-0901 for more info.

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Happy hours at Campus PoUyeyes.
Thursday, Sept. 15, S-7pm.

OPEN

•JOIN TODAY -372-8303
A New Weigh Program covers everything
you need to know about weight mgmt.
exercise. Yo-Yo dieDng, fast food eatmg
habits and label reading and coping with
lood cravings. Taught by health educator.
nurse.■ Sign Up Today *
Program beglne Sept. 27th

HELPTHE HUNGRY
SAVE YOUR CANS
tor the
BOWLING GREEN FOOD PANTRY
we will be coiienng on
Sunday, S*pt 161
'Look tor drop off boxes
in Residence Hall Lobby*
Sponsored by ReachOut*

AGO-SIG EP-AGO-SIG EP
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta congratu
late Katma Jones on her PHANTOM OF THE
OPERA LAVALIEIRNQ" to Sigma Phi Epallon's Jason Peter*.
AGO-SIG EP-AOD-SK) EP

Attention Graduate Students and Graduate
Faculty: You are invited to a reoapDon on Sept.
16 from 4-5pm in the McFail Center An Gallery.
Sponsored by me Graduate Student Senate
ATTENTION: PRESIDENTS AND ADVISORS
The President and Advisor's Reception is on
Sept. 21at at 7:00 PM in the Alumni Room hi
the Union. It's not to laie re sign up. Just cal*
the SAO office at 372-2843 to reserve your
spot now. Registration is al 6:45. The guest
speaker will be Tonia Stewart (Asst. to the VP
ol Student AHairs)il

PERSONALS

HURRY-THEY'LL FILL UP FASTI
CALL GREGORY AT (419) 685-3586.
»
DOIT

Mown
8
llllllllllllllll

The BG New*
Thursday, September 15,1 *?4
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GRAND
OPENING!
ALL NEW
Bowling
Green
[Kroger

/

"tore

094 Main St.

EMBER *, 6 PM
3* (2>

; CHOICt

>

JL Tl

>

1;>O/

I i' 'i1 il;ii "

WHOLE BONELESS
BEEF RIB EYE

SAVE
S3.00 IB,

Pound

Cms

Ml ()•
I ill
■p'.i. I)n 'I I'i |)'

24-PACK
PEPSI-COLA

■•oh

Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, Sept 16 thru Sept 25,1994.
COPYRIGHT 1994. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE.
•DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO S0«. DOCS NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

Colored Ink

